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Ernie@Tedium – A View of Wang Labs 

Ernie Smith’s Blog 14 February 2017 – reproduced by permission 

We’re Gunning For IBM 

The minicomputer maker Wang Laboratories ran an ad 

on the Super Bowl long before Apple did. So why did the 

company and its minicomputers become a footnote? 

Today in Tedium: The history of computing is full of stories that follow a specific arc, or a 

slight variation on it. Here’s the gist: A company has massive success, dominating an entire 

era of computing. They, understandably, get big in their britches, and fail to consider that 

their technology may not always be the greatest thing since sliced bread. First, they go into 

slow decline, then leadership problems pile up and the slow decline happens fast. Then the 

company closes its doors or gets sold for scrap. To put it in the terms of a Web 2.0 

supergenius, “That’s what we in the industry call disruption.” But that storyline had to come 

from somewhere. In today’s Tedium, let me tell you about Wang Laboratories, the company 

that was one of the first to tell this sad, oft-repeated story. I’ll try to emphasize the good times 

a little. — Ernie @ Tedium 
 

“Failure is inevitable and provides valuable feedback that can move you in the right 

direction. You have to risk failure to succeed. The important thing is not to make one 

single mistake that will jeopardize the future.” 

— A quote, attributed to Wang Laboratories cofounder An Wang, about the nature of 

failure. For much of his career, he knew little about failure. Born in Shanghai in 1920, Wang 

took advantage of a World War II-era program that allowed him to take part in a training 

program in the United States. This led him to Harvard as a graduate student—and with the 

war still going on, he was able to get in without too much trouble. While on the Harvard 

campus, he filed a patent for magnetic core memory, an early form of RAM that proved a 

fundamental building block for the computing industry. He later sold that patent to IBM for 

an estimated $500,000—an amount that allowed him to build a company that would later 

compete with IBM. 

 

http://history.computer.org/pioneers/wang.html
https://patents.google.com/patent/US2708722A/en
http://www.computerhistory.org/revolution/memory-storage/8/253
http://www.computerhistory.org/revolution/memory-storage/8/253
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The Wang 2200 

The product (and strategy) that turned Wang computers into a household name 

Wang Laboratories went through an array of different evolutions throughout its life, but the 

one that truly stuck—and defined it in the 1970s—was its line of minicomputers. 

These devices, aimed at offices, were smaller in size than the mainframes of the era, but 

predated the microprocessors that you know and love today, so they were still pretty big. Sold 

to resellers who customized the computers for purpose-built reasons, different kinds of Wang 

devices were used for services such as word processing and data management. Still, the 

design of the actual terminals themselves should look pretty familiar to computer users 

familiar with the PCs of the early 1980s. 

“In some respects, it was similar to microcomputers that came four or five years later, such as 

the Commodore Pet or the TRS-80,” the Wang2200.org website states. “Of course, the 2200 

was much more rugged, reliable, and expandable than such machines.” 

Part of its marketing approach was specifically to needle IBM, whom Dr. Wang harbored ill 

feelings toward because of his treatment at the hands of the tech giant when selling his patent. 

(It was so serious that Wang initially avoided the PC clone business because its owner didn’t 

want to give IBM the satisfaction.) 

Their strategy was tough. These days, you can target the enterprise pretty narrowly through 

niche channels, but back then, if you wanted to advertise on TV, you had to go big. I 

apologize for the unintentional euphemism here—truly, it was an accident—but Wang went 

big.  

And in 1978, if you wanted to draw some eyeballs, you advertised before the Super Bowl. That’s 

right, six full years before Apple made its infamous “1984” ad, Wang made a commercial with a 

similar conceit—that IBM was a dangerous giant that needed to be taken on by a “David” of the 

world. 

And if you think that’s not subtle enough, you should see what they did for the 1985 Super 

Bowl. Tagline? “Wang: We’re Gunning for IBM.” 

In The Advertising Age Encyclopedia of Advertising, the 1978 saga is described as an attempt 

to boost name recognition among corporate managers. Before the commercial, Wang had 

brand awareness of 4 percent among the managers it was trying to reach. Within six months 

of the ad, the number was up to 80 percent. 

Wang sold itself as an enterprise solution, and advertised its email platform this way as far back as 

1980. The firm grew really big, really fast. Problem was, the market was moving away from 

minicomputers to computers with microprocessors. And that exposed challenges within the 

company. 

http://www.wang2200.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7pBAt2kWqA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7pBAt2kWqA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doaBK6ge9FU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doaBK6ge9FU
https://books.google.com/books?id=HZLtCQAAQBAJ&pg=PA743
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvcdhrZl_l4
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14 
The number of products that Wang Laboratories announced in a single day in October 

1983—most notably a computer that could scan, store, and deliver paper documents 

throughout the office using a digital imaging system. Most of the products announced, 

however, did not ship for various reasons, in part because they weren’t ready—making the 

event an astonishing show of vaporware. 

 

Dr. An Wang, shown with an array of 2200 models. (Via the Computer History Museum) 

Wang Laboratories’ fatal flaw: Its founder thought it was a family business, until it was 

too late 

The problem with technology companies is that they often make really bad family businesses, 

especially in the West. For every story like Casio, there are plenty of others where the 

nepotism approach has a negative effect on a company’s future. 

An Wang saw his namesake company as a family business, one in which his son Fred could 

take over and ensure its legacy.  

The focus on family led Dr. Wang to take dramatic steps to hold onto control. The company’s 

stock structure, as laid out by a 1986 New York Times article, highlights this. The public 

traded the company’s class B stock, which paid dividends, but the Wang family controlled 

class C stock, which kept company ownership consolidated. 

http://www.nytimes.com/1983/10/05/business/wang-introduces-office-computer.html
https://books.google.com/books?id=OmSxUr-3FQsC&pg=PA1
http://tedium.co/2016/11/17/casio-keyboards-casiotone-cultural-impact/
http://www.nytimes.com/1986/12/11/business/wang-labs-critical-juncture.html?pagewanted=all
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“All other things being equal, my children should be more highly motivated than a 

professional manager because of their substantial stake in the ownership of the company,” the 

elder Wang wrote in his book, Lessons. 

But Fred, who hopped into the role as Wang was suffering from a slump, proved a not-so-

great fit. There were already warning signs: He had been installed as the head of research and 

development at the time of the company’s embarrassing vaporware announcement. 

A 1992 Computerworld piece about Wang Laboratories’ demise pinned the problem on a 

strong desire to build a company with a family lineage. And when An Wang made Fred 

president in November 1986, the report noted that many people within the company had 

concerns: 

For years, there have been quiet concern about Fred. Members of the board of directors had 

worried that Fred did not have the experience, the judgment—the overall heft—to lead the 

company. Ever since the middle of the 1980s, outside directors had made repeated efforts to 

persuade the Doctor to bring in a professional manager—to give Fred an impressive title if 

needed but to avoid placing the young man in operational control of this sprawling, 

worldwide corporation in the thick of the most competitive industry on earth. 

An Wang would not yield. To the directors he said: “He is my son. He can do it.” 

When Fred became president—replacing someone with nearly 20 years of experience, John 

F. Cunningham—he quickly failed to live up to the high expectations set by his father. 

Within two years, Fred presided over a change in fortunes so significant that a company that 

once had shares that topped the $800 mark had lost $424 million in a single fiscal year—the 

equivalent of $936 million today. 

(Charles Kenney, the author of the ComputerWorld article, did not lay the failure at Fred’s 

feet, but his father’s, saying his father leaned too hard on family considering the 

sophistication of the company.) 

Dr. Wang would not get his wish of a family legacy. In poor health, just weeks after a surgery 

to remove a cancerous tumor from his throat, he found himself in the unenviable position of 

firing his son. 

The elder Wang, who died less than a year later, departed as his company was struggling to 

stay afloat—under a new set of leaders, who laid off thousands of the company’s employees. 

In 1992, the company filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy. 

It could be said that the leadership challenges that Wang Laboratories faced came about 

largely as a side effect of the shifting waves in computing. It’s easier to make an unforced 

error when you’re not keeping up with trends. 

http://www.upi.com/Archives/1986/07/17/Wang-Laboratories-Inc-heir-apparent-Fred-Wang-is-a-top/5759521956800/
http://www.upi.com/Archives/1986/07/17/Wang-Laboratories-Inc-heir-apparent-Fred-Wang-is-a-top/5759521956800/
https://books.google.com/books?id=G8voiaLwMOQC&pg=PA68
http://www.upi.com/Archives/1990/03/24/Wang-computer-firm-founder-dies-at-70/4332638254800/
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Because no story about Wang computers is complete without this image of Martin Prince. 

If you were to compare An Wang to Steve Jobs, as I’m sure some folks are annoyed that I’m 

doing, you’d find two folks with definitive visions of technology that bled through their given 

organizations. Additionally, both were defined in part by their competitors—Apple with 

Microsoft, Wang with IBM.  

But Apple survived Jobs’ departure and demise because it had a steady stream of innovation 

going on every year. Wang was still producing minicomputers almost until the day it filed for 

bankruptcy. (Minicomputers were a bad business to be in around 1992.) It struggled to find 

the next step, and culturally it never did rediscover its footing after An Wang tried to take a 

step back. He was too important to the company for it to thrive without him. 

Wang’s book Lessons, which came out in the midst of his company’s decline, focused mostly 

on his own formidable history, rather than his company’s struggles. Probably for the best—he 

deserves to be seen for his innovation, not just his weak spots. 

In 2013, USA Today writer Mark Veverka, gave Wang Laboratories the kind of indignity 

most folks wouldn’t wish on their worst enemy: In highlighting the modern computing 

landscape, he compared Wang to Dell. 

Wang wasn’t Dell—its ads were way better, its leader a stronger visionary—but there’s a 

pretty good lesson about culture in the tale of Wang Laboratories. 

   

Your time was just wasted by Ernie SmithErnie Smith is the editor of Tedium, and an active internet 

snarker. Between his many internet side projects, he finds time to hang out with his wife Cat, who’s 

funnier than he is. 

 

http://amzn.to/2licHbP
http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/columnist/veverka/2013/08/06/mark-veverka-usa-today-dell/2618915/

